CAMPAIGN MANAGEMENT

Sprinklr Social Campaign Management
How do you validate social initiatives? What’s the best way to optimize
engagement, content and deployment tactics to drive your business goals?
How do you track conversions and sales?
Social Campaign Management empowers you to produce, test, deploy and finetune social marketing campaigns across multiple social channels to accomplish
just that.

Today 3:18pm

hey who do you use for running your
social campaigns?
Today 3:20pm

ah, the same enterprise platform we use
for social as a whole why?
Today 3:24pm

really? i thought there were specialized
tools?
Today 3:29pm

like we need yet another tool! :) Sprinklr
integrated a whole campaign module
in there with publishing, calendaring,
deployment, reporting and CRM so it's
one stop shopping for us.
Setting up a campaign with automatic goals and tags is
Today 3:30pm

can you track & measure social
contribution to marketing?

Today 3:33pm

yup, it tracks conversions for us, best
channels to use, full reporting, you name it...
Today 3:34pm

wow I gotta call these guys. at
Sprinklr.com right?
Today 3:35pm

you got it :)
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CAMPAIGN MANAGEMENT
YOU ASKED, WE ANSWERED
1

What exactly is a Sprinklr campaign?

6

For starters, everyone can work on campaigns using
the Global Master Calendar campaign management
hub. Next, you can suggest campaigns to anyone
in your organization. Last, all campaigns and their
dashboards are shareable so multiple teams can
collaborate on campaigning efforts before, during and
after campaign launches.

We use the term ‘campaign’ to describe a publishing
endeavor. All Sprinklr messages must be assigned
to at least one campaign before going out. So
campaigns are a top-level way to tag and then report
on thematically-related outbound messages, content
and ensuing conversations.
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Can I see the effects of my campaign in real time?
Yes, campaign reporting pulls and aggregates
metrics across all deployment channels to give you a
wide, ‘big picture’ view of engagement and content
effectiveness across the board. You can examine this
in real time – and make adjustments if needed – or
look at post-event historical data.
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Can I determine which social channel is best for us?
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Can I track clicks and conversions from a campaign?
Absolutely. We automatically append standard tracking
tags from link and web analytics tools to all outbound
social posts. So, for example, you can track total clicks
on a link and resulting website visits by plugging in
Google Analytics or Omniture goal trackers.
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Can I schedule campaigns automatically?
Sure. Using the centralized Global Master Calendar, you
can quickly and clearly schedule and control the lifetime
of a campaign and share that information across all
permissioned operational and management teams.

8

Can we track campaigns in real time?
Yes, you can ‘subscribe’ to any campaign and track
any changes or events – like start and stop – in
real time. Additionally, it’s easy to track campaign
performance for message volume, engagement,
clicks, reach, and conversion or sales metrics.

Yes, running campaigns can help you compare
engagement and activity around social initiatives
across multiple social networks and then determine
which ones are best suited to your marketing goals.
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How can I involve several teams in a campaign?
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Can I enforce standardization across the organization?
Yes, because the automation features of campaign
management under Sprinklr make it easy to ensure
consistency across all campaigns in terms of tagging,
targeting, deployment and reporting.

How do I keep track of campaign messages and
content?
You don’t have to because we track campaign-bound
content automatically for you. Every outbound message
belonging to a specific campaign automatically gets
tagged and assigned corresponding properties. So your
teams don’t have to explicitly do so every single time.

Campaigns are efficiently managed or shared through time via Planner integration.
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